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This report deals with the affairs of the charities, John Storer Charnwood (JSC) (1087692)
and John Storer House Foundation (JSHF) (521460), whose finances are closely connected
and best viewed on a joint basis. What follows is a brief, consolidated summary, designed to
highlight the significant financial outcomes for the year ended 31 March 2017 and to comment
on the reserves held by the charities. The full accounts for both charities can be seen on
request. They have been examined by Nixon Mee Ltd. whose reports are unqualified.
With effect from 1 April 2013, all activities of the two charities have been undertaken by JSC,
which has become the tenant of JSHF. As a part of the arrangement, JSC is obliged to deliver
the objectives of both charities.
The consolidated statement of financial affairs (SOFA) shows the combined incoming
resources and resources expended of the two charities.
The most important figures in the consolidated balance sheet are those of the net movements
of unrestricted funds. For the year, there was a net increase of £69,298 in our unrestricted
reserve. This is a very significant increase and all of our staff, and the two Directors in
particular, are to be congratulated. However, from this year, we have had to include a
provision for our historic pension liability and this amounts to £85,798. The inclusion of this
provision has the effect of reducing our unrestricted reserves to £574,761 (they would have
increased to £660,559 without the provision).
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In establishing how far our total unrestricted reserves of £660,559 are adequate to provide a
suitable level of cover for our activities and the pension provision, one must deduct £276,703
from this figure in respect of tangible fixed assets. This is the balance sheet value of our
building and contents which have little realisable value. This leaves £383,856, of which
£184,126 is in designated funds set aside to cover the particular needs of developing
wellbeing activities, maintaining the building and replacing our buses as they reach the end of
their economic life. This brings the figure for “free” reserves or general funds down to
£199,730 as shown the balance sheet. This figure is more than sufficient to cover our
contingent liabilities which would become payable if we have to wind up the two charities,
including the £85,798 pension provision and £36,888 for redundancy payments.
During 2016/17, we have again continued the process of moving the charities into a more
sustainable form, less dependent on grant aid. Restricted and unrestricted income from
investments, fundraising, donations, rental and “trading” activities was £443,607 (£339,999 in
2015/16) as compared with income from grants, which amounted to £298,293 (£366,077 in
2015/16). That the threat to our grant income is real is shown by the fall in our grant income
from Leicestershire County Council from £242,930 in 2015/16 to £179,197 last year.
Two sources of income deserve particular comment:
 Income from wellbeing activities increased from £51,748 in 2015/2016 to £57,289. This
has been achieved as a result of many years of development.
 Rental income increased from £86,581 in 2015/16 to £93,639. This source of income is
of particular value to the charities.
Additionally, we must thank Charnwood Borough Council for maintaining and, indeed,
modestly increasing its funding from £110,647 in 2015/16 to £111,565 last year.
We are pleased to record that the unrealised gain in the value of our investments was a
remarkable £12,487 (£3,173 in 2015/16).
These outcomes are entirely due to the efforts of our staff and they are to be congratulated.
Their efforts mean that the charities are in a good financial position to meet the challenges
ahead.
And finally, our expressions of thanks
o To our 206 volunteers whose contributions take very many forms. The total notional
value of volunteer time during the year (valuing an hour of time at £7.20, adult minimum
wage) was £224,078 (up from £197,958 in the previous year). Without our volunteers,
we could not deliver our services.
o To all our paid staff, whose commitment and dedication is amazing.
o To our sponsors, funders and users, without whom we could not exist.
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